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NDLI VISION

Build up National Digital Library

of India as a National Knowledge 

and Cultural Asset:

The key driving force for

Education, Research, Cultural 

heritage, Innovation, and 

knowledge-sharing in India



To create a 24X7-enabled 

integrated ubiquitous 

digital knowledge source

To protect and preserve 

India’s cultural, academic 

and scientific heritage

NDLI MISSION
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WINNER mBillionth South Asia Award 

2017: in Learning and Education 

Category for Android Mobile App

“It is high time that India speaks for itself, to 
highlight, offer and share its own cultural, 
spiritual, academic and scientific heritage on 
its own terms”

NDLI MOTTO
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CONTENT AT NDLI

● Born-digital object

● Digital surrogate of a physical object

● Digital metadata of physical object

METADATA AT 
NDLI
● NDLI does not store contents

● NDLI only ingests metadata for Search & Browse

● Content (Full-text) is delivered from Source

A content is included (metadata ingested) in NDLI if it 
is expected to have educational value



RANGE OFInstitutional Digital 
Repository  of

Contributing Institutes

Institutions of School & Higher Education, Boards

Institutional and Open Contributions.

Multi-modal, Multi-faceted
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Lecture Slides,

Videos, Class Notes, 

Courseware

Term Papers, 

Assignments, 

Solutions

Lab Experiments, 

Manuals, Case Studies 

Question Banks (JEE / 

GATE / NET / CAT ), 

Model Answers

Faculty  Publications, ETD

(Electronic Thesis & Dissertation): 

DSc-PhD-Masters-Undergrad, 

Research Projects

Books & Periodicals, Open Access 

Journals , E-Books & Subscribed 

E-Resource 

Annual Reports, Project Reports,

Convocation, Working Papers,

Others

Encyclopaedia, Dictionaries

Directories Others

Datasets,

Benchmarks, Models, 

Maps, Software

Manuscripts, 

Painting,  Sculpture, 

Music, Dance, Drama

Audio & Video

Content

CONTENTS



NDLI WEBSITE: Landing page

NDLI M-SITE: Landing page



NDLI HINDI

NDLI BENGALI

NDLI GUJRATI

NDLI ORIYA

MULTI-LINGUAL INTERFACE:  Promoting the vernacular



WHAT IS AN E-BOOK?

An electronic book (or e-Book or eBook) is a
book publication made available in digital form,
consisting of:

• Text
• Images
• Both

E-books are optimized to be readable on an 
electronic device, such as computer screen, tablet 
(e.g. iPad), smartphone or e-reader (e.g. Kindle).

E-books cannot be shared, or printed



HOW IS AN E-BOOK DIFFERENT 
FROM A WORD/ PDF/ 
PAGEMAKER FILE?

• An e-Book changes its layout 
according to the device it is read on. 

• In an e-Book, the reader can select 
font type, size and linespacing

• E-Books may have hyperlinks that 
help easy navigation between 
chapters, digital bookmarks and 
built-in dictionaries.

• Text of an e-Book is not editable

• Text-to-speech conversion can 
be done from e-Books



WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF E-BOOKS?

• Ease of procurement

• Ease of carrying and reading, 
anytime, anywhere

• Can efficiently store a large number 
of books and easily recommend 
more of the same genre

• Cheaper than hard copies

In advanced countries e-Books sales are 
doubling every year and in many cases sell 
more than printed books.



HOW ARE E-BOOK SOLD?

E-books are usually sold through 
websites. These websites may be:

• Publisher’s own website

The buyers make payments electronically 
through the website itself which gets remitted 
to the publisher’s bank account directly, if sold 
through publisher’s own website or indirectly, 
if sold through an e-commerce website.

• E-commerce platforms like Amazon, Flipkart

amazon.com

barnesandnoble.com

kobo.com



OPPORTUNITY THREAT REMEDY

Surveys carried out in advanced 
countries indicate that introduction of 
e-Books has increased the reading 
habit of people 

(in some countries readership has quadrupled)

Sales of printed Books were on 
decline even before introduction of 
e-Books

THE CASE FOR E-BOOKS

Perception that e-Books are
susceptible to piracy

Anti-piracy technologies
Like Digital Rights Management 
(DRM) are being used by e-Book 
publishers and e-reader
developers

An e-book is not a pdf, it 
CANNOT BE PRINTED OR SHARED



HOW ARE E-BOOKS PUBLISHED?

Content is submitted to publisher 
as a UNICODE text file 
(Viz: Word, Pagemaker NOT .jpg or pdf)

Content is put into a software-
driven e-publishing system 

Developer takes processes the 
file through the workflow of 
the system

Content is then 
reviewed for perfection

E-book is published.
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NDLI + BANGLA E-BOOKS
.

NDLI is setting up a website 
where publishers can

upload UNICODE files of 
Bangla Books they want
to publish as e-Books

SUBMIT

Once e-Book conversion 
is done the reviewer of 
the publisher needs to 
review the published e-
Book to check that It 
complies to all quality 
norms 

REVIEW
Once the reviewer approves, 
the e-Book can be 
downloaded used for selling 
through the publisher’s 
chosen sales channel.

PUBLISH

NDLI offers the services free (sans a processing
fee of Rs. 500/= to be paid by the publisher) to
Publishers of Bangla Books.



• For some files the e-Publishing system may need 
some customization.

• The cost of customization will be equally shared by 
the publisher and NDLI

• For all e-Books produced through this system, the 
publisher needs to permit NDLI to host the 
metadata of these-Books in the NDLI portal.

• As an introductory scheme this service will be offered 
for the publication of 100 e-Books within 2019.

It may be noted that the role of NDLI is limited to being a 
facilitator to promote e-Book publication in Bangla. On 
conversion of a book to e-Book, the publisher will continue to 
hold the copyright of the book as well as the e-Book. NDLI will 
neither ask for any right nor any commission on the sales of 
the e-Books.

NDLI E-PUB SPECIFICS:



Studies about piracy of e-Books indicate that illegal mass downloads should not 
necessarily be treated as piracy since there is no evidence that downloads have 
reduced the sales of those publications

“Despite being available as e-books people still buy 
physical copies of the works of Tagore, 
Saratchandra, Shakespear”

Book-na-e-book : DD Bangla :17 Jan 2019 

THE CASE FOR E-BOOKS



• Books without copyrights are primarily 
being preserved by the govt., and 
concerned literary societies.

• However, even private publications are 
running profitable businesses by e-publishing 
copyright-free books that users can access 
through subscription.

WHAT ABOUT BOOKS WITHOUT COPYRIGHTS?



DIGITIZATION VZ. DIGITAL PRESERVATION

Shahjahan’s original
ain-i-abkari has been preserved 

by the Asiatic Society

• Digitization usually refers to converting a 
physical book into an e-book which is a reader-
friendly format aimed at public distribution and 
download.

• Digital preservation refers to digitizing a relic to 
preserve its contents as much as possible. Here 
the focus is on preserving the original object as 
much as possible.



IN SUMMARY:

• E-BOOKS and physical books can be looked at as a 
symbiotic model, it is not one or the other

• An e-book is absolutely different from a word/pdf 
file, it can neither be printed nor transferred to 
another device

• Digitization and digital preservation are two 
completely different things.



• The price of an e-book might be lower 
than that of a physical book, but it need 
to affect the royalty of the writer as well 
as the commission of the publisher

• Even if the commission and/or royalty 
percentage is forced to take a dip, the 
reach of digital should more than make-
up the margin of profit

• Readers would still want to connect to 
authors to discern, debate and discuss 
their favourite books 

• Authors will still need publishers to 
discover, encourage, edit and market 
their content

IN SUMMARY:



Use your e-mail address to sign up at: https://ndl.iitkgp.ac.in / www.ndli.gov.in

Together, let us

#LearnShareGrow

@NDLIndia

https://ndl.iitkgp.ac.in/
http://www.ndli.gov.in

